The TOADS system is an innovative tool for building interior-space virtual environments (VEs) in two dimensions. Existing VE design tools typically operate in three dimensions, which makes it difficult to manipulate objects on the inherently twodimensional computer screen. TOADS allows nearly the same functionality as those three-dimensional systems in an easy-to-use, two-dimensional environment. Users edit and enhance DXF floorplans with height and texture information. The software includes an inference engine that automatically identifies doors in the floorplan and generates openable polygons in the final environment. It also includes a sophisticated mechanism for embedding complex textures, such as transparent windows, at arbitrary heights in wall polygons. The entire interface is integrated with software that drives a custom texture-acquisition device. This device consists of a rackmounted camera that captures narrow bands of textures and tiles them together to form long, continuous swaths of texture. This paper summarizes these tools and their function, and presents examples of environments that were generated with them.
Introduction
The Two-dimensional, Open-ended Architectural Database System (TOADS) is a general-purpose software tool for cataloging and organizing data in three-dimensional environments. Its main goal is to manage the wealth of data that is available in architectural environments; this includes, but certainly is not limited to, floorplans, photographs, historical documents, locations of movable objects such as furniture, lighting, and wall, ceiling, and floor textures. With TOADS, users can manage these data in a coherent, easy-to-use environment, and then select relevant subsets of the data and export them to less manageable contexts, such as three-dimensional virtual environments (such as VRML and Inventor) or HTML-style documents containing text and pictures connected by hypertext links.
The software tools that have been created to date consist of a prototype suite that is designed to demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of such a project. In its current incarnation, the TOADS interface consists of a 2-D editor for DXF-format blueprint files, combined with several support programs that facilitate texture capture and application. In addition to textures, these blueprints can be augmented with further information, which, in the current TOADS release, consists primarily of ceiling heights and lighting. These mod-els can then be exported to VRML files and explored using a standard Web browser. Additional features, such as support for other input and output file formats and textual information linked to the blueprint, are not included in the initial implementation, but the software is designed with these features in mind.
State of The Art
Virtual reality has become one of the most mediahyped terms in computer science today. A rash of computer-generated movies, beginning with Toy Story and including the more recent Antz and A Bug's Life have popularized the notion that computers are capable of generating immersive virtual universes. This notion is furthered by the huge number of first-person, threedimensional videogames, among them Doom, Descent, and Unreal. These applications of 3-D graphics technology have made most of society aware of the possibilities that virtual reality holds. Trends in academia have drawn from popular ideas of science fiction and have begun to envision an electronic world in which vast numbers of Internet users coexist in a three-dimensional virtual community. To this end, recent literature has focused on managing complexity, bandwidth, and integration issues involved in building and rendering virtual worlds. Researchers have taken two major approaches to this problem: the first has to do with keeping track of which objects in a world are visible in an efficient manner and spending compute time on rendering visible or probably visible objects (Airey, Rohlf, & Brooks, 1990; Coorg & Teller, 1996 and . The second has to do with limiting the size of models by linking them together via hyperlink-style visual portals in the environments; smaller models mean faster performance, although issues of discontinuity arise when users move across the boundaries of models (Schmalstieg & Schaufler, 1999) .
Several years ago, SGI, in association with a number of commercial and academic institutions, developed a formal specification for 3-D environments called Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) (Carey, 1997) . Typically implemented on top of OpenGL, VRML is an OpenInventor-like language designed for making 3-D environments accessible to users of desktop machines via the Internet. It is important because it provides an accepted, platform-independent, high-performance rendering engine that is extremely easy to use. As with HTML, VRML allows users with little programming experience to create dynamic, high-quality worlds that can be explored in real time. A number of commercial and freeware software vendors make VRML plugins for Windows, Mac OS, and Linux.
VRML, Inventor, and other proprietary languages for describing virtual environments are not, by themselves, adequate tools for most users who wish to create virtual scenes without learning a complex programming-style language (Conway & Pausch, 1994) . Most end users will not invest the time required to learn VRML, and visions of a worldwide virtual environment will never be realized without user-friendly development tools. This is where TOADS fits in: as a tool to facilitate the rapid generation of high-quality, photorealistic virtual environments. Thus, TOADS, as a VRML authoring tool, is to VE design as HTML authoring tools are to Web page design: it provides a nonprogramming-based environment in which most architectural VEs can be built.
More on TOADS
Previous work in the MIT RLE Sensory Communication Group suggests that manually creating photorealistic, three-dimensional environments is painstaking and tedious (Koh, 1997; Koh, von Wiegand, Garnett, Durlach, & Shinn-Cunningham, 1999) . This is due primarily to two concerns: first, manually describing each polygon as a sequence of numeric points that form walls, doors, windows, and ceilings is extremely slow. Once the model has been built, making changes to it is relatively difficult because of the density of the 3-D data and the fundamentally 2-D nature of the computer screen. Even with a graphical editor, locating, selecting, and accurately moving or resizing a particular polygon can take several minutes.
The second major problem with such environments has to do with acquiring, cropping, and applying textures. Typically, textures are obtained via a digital camera, then cropped in a digital photography program to be the correct size and orientation for the polygon they're to be applied to. Then, the user is required to manually associate each polygon with one of the textures, with no way of logically applying default textures to all polygons of a certain class, such as making all of the doors in a building have the same appearance.
TOADS provides a solution to both of these problems. It is designed to work with existing architectural data formats (such as DXF) in which blueprints are commonly stored. This provides the user with a twodimensional representation of the building being modeled. Furniture (and other movable objects) can be specified as two-dimensional polygonal outlines and then textured with photographs to create a realistic appearance. All objects can be readily moved and resized.
The single largest benefit of TOADS, however, lies in its ability to facilitate texture acquisition and application. In conjunction with the development of the TOADS software system, an effort is underway to build hardware devices that acquire large strips of texture by moving a camera along a section of wall (by placing the camera on either a motorized track or a semi-autonomous robot.) TOADS includes a software interface that allows it to control these devices. It also includes a texture-tiling application to precisely line up frames from the camera to create wall-sized textures without requiring any user editing. Furthermore, because the system is intelligent about the floorplans it is working with, it can automatically detect some kinds of architectural objects (for example, doors are nearly universally represented as arcs in architectural plans) and apply intelligent texture defaults to those objects. Users can associate objects with particular categories (such as "rooms" or "windows") and apply textures to all objects in a particular grouping.
A third advantage of TOADS lies in its flexibility: it allows any geometric data with a two-dimensional representation to be edited and exported into arbitrary three-dimensional file formats. Although the system is initially directed towards manipulating blueprints, adapting it to work with geographic data (such as openspace or undersea environments) is as simple as writing a parser for those data. Two-and three-dimensional USGS data is available for the entire world, and TOADS could import and enhance such data to generate complete three-dimensional virtual environments: land could be textured, lighting effects added, and polygonal objects such as houses and trees could be drawn in.
Yet another importance of TOADS lies in its ability to handle dynamic environments. Because objects can be moved, rotated, and resized, it is easy to change the appearance of an environment without having to manually tweak polygons in three dimensions. Because TOADS saves files in a compact form, and can open and save quickly, it is possible to keep many versions of an environment around, each with a slightly different arrangement of objects, textures, and heights.
What is the importance of being able to quickly generate 3-D environments? Our work is immediately heading towards experiments on the training of spatial behavior, in which human subjects are trained in virtual environments of real buildings and are then taken to the actual building and asked to perform tasks that depend on the spatial knowledge acquired by the subject in the virtual environment. Among the spaces we're considering modeling is a very cluttered warehouse; making a model of such a building by hand would be tedious and hugely time consuming, but should be considerably easier with TOADS.
The question of whether or not realistic and detailed texture information appreciably enhances the usability of a VE has yet to be conclusively answered. There may be some cases in which the additional overhead imposed by collecting textures may not be warranted or may actually be a hindrance to the rapid deployment and use of a simulation. However, in cases in which the VE is being used as a stand-in for an actual visit to a particular venue, there is compelling face-validity to collecting and including this texture information, just as one might seek to collect photographic evidence to augment simple line drawings and diagrams. Capturing and reproducing realistic texture-density gradient cues will also tend to enhance the perceptual realism of the VE, even in cases in which the effect on training transfer per se cannot be proven.
On a larger scale, the system is significant in any study in which a virtual environment is used. Not only does it greatly reduce the time to build the environment, it provides a simple interface to make and catalog changes as experiments evolve.
Existing Tools
Three-dimensional graphics tools have existed for many years, and there is such a wide variety that it is at times hard to separate one from the other. To properly place TOADS among other tools, it is important to understand how those tools work and what they do. Some mention has already been made of Inventor and VRML, but a bit more background is important to understand why some of the design decisions in TOADS were made.
DXF
DXF is the data format (front end) that initial versions of TOADS support. DXF is the AutoDesk corporation's widely used architectural and CAD drawing format (Autodesk, Inc., 1998) . It was selected for several reasons:
• Nearly universal support: DXF support is available for many different kinds of computers and platforms.
• Large existing set of data available: DXF-format blueprint files are commonly available for many different buildings. MIT provides DXF files for all of its buildings.
• Extensible: DXF provides a comment mechanism that can be used to embed TOADS-specific data while still allowing other DXF parsers to view the files.
• Easy to parse: DXF is a text-based format that is very easy to parse using a simple top-down, finitestate based parser.
DXF is a two-and three-dimensional drawing format. Objects are separated into named layers, and object primitives can be clustered into named blocks. The principal object primitives are lines, circles, arcs, polygons (two-and three-dimensional), and text. It provides a variety of drawing options that are designed with CAD and architectural needs in mind. In practice, DXF has turned out to be less ideal than we had originally hoped, largely due to the large variance in the way in which files are defined. Vendors interpret the various DXF tags to have slightly different meanings, and so our simple DXF parser must be quite complicated to properly import the entire gamut of DXF files that one might encounter.
VRML
VRML is currently the VE file format of choice for TOADS files. After a model has been created and enhanced with appropriate textures and ceiling heights, it is exported to the TOADS intermediate 3-D format. This intermediate format can be converted to VRML using a supplied conversion tool, or to any other 3-D file format using a user-provided tool and the TOADS intermediate file interfaces.
As mentioned previously, VRML was selected because it is a nearly universally supported standard for VE creation. Browsers are available for all platforms, and active research is being pursued to improve its performance and capabilities (Schmalstieg & Schaufler, 1999; Elvins, Nadeau, Kirsch, & Schul, 1998; and Ginis & Nadeau, 1995) .
The VRML format offers a number of useful features: the syntax is easy to generate, consisting of text-based statements to define and transform objects; also, it is powerful, supporting fully textured environments (with transparency) with complex lighting, collision detection (in version 2.0), and interactivity.
Interactivity is primarily accomplished via embedded Javascripts (Netscape's Java-like language originally developed to allow Webpage authors to quickly insert scripts into their pages). Objects can be linked to Javascripts that are activated when the user approaches or clicks on them. Scripts can have a variety of effects, from initiating a simple animation to teleporting the user to a new location in the environment.
Interactivity is important to the TOADS system to allow openable objects like doors to be supported. Because Javascripts are easily embedded into VRML, TOADS can build environments with openable doors without requiring the user to compile source code.
VRML and DXF are important because they allow TOADS to operate within the domain of existing standards; users can continue to use the file formats and tools they are familiar with and still gain the benefits of an advanced, UI-driven VE system like TOADS.
Three-Dimensional Modeling Environments
These are tools whose primary purpose is to generate 3-D objects or renderings of 2-D scenes. They often include tools to manipulate objects in three dimensions, apply lighting and textures, and generate high-quality, ray-traced renderings. They differ significantly from TOADS in that, rather than concealing 3-D details from the user, they work hard to display those details in their full glory. These are the most prevalent of 3-D design tools, and they've existed for a number of years on all desktop platforms.
Architectural Walkthrough Programs
Several programs are designed to create 3-D walkthroughs for quick prototyping of architectural environments. A number of such packages are available, such as Sierra Home Architect, Virtus Walkthrough, and the IMSI Floorplan Design Site, which, on the surface, seem similar to TOADS. They allow textures to be applied to walls, lights to be specified, and a variety of polygonal objects to be defined. They can also import DXF files and can export to VRML. In this respect, they are quite similar to TOADS and serve as an interesting point of comparison. Despite the initial similarities, however, there are a number of differences:
• Texture management and acquisition: Most of these packages assume that textures exist a priori and have no support for cropping and tiling textures, much less an interface to hardware that is specifically designed to acquire textures. They come with a large selection of predefined textures, because they are geared towards users creating new homes and floorplans rather than creating realistic simulations of existing architectural spaces.
• Limited expandability: Although the initial TOADS implementation supports only DXF import and VRML export, its design is such that plugging in new front and back ends is straightforward for anyone with moderate programming experience. These products are targeted at the commercial sector, and thus provide no room for programmingliterate users to expand them. For instance, over the past year, a number of extensions have been made to the TOADS VRML export engine to improve its performance and make it more compatible with the rendering environments of our users.
• No intelligent data management: These programs provide no facilities to automatically or manually group objects beyond the creation of simple layers. Objects can't have classes (such as door/wall/window) and thus can't be textured or lit by object type. Layers don't offer default textures or heights. None of these programs perform intelligent processing to eliminate user tedium (such as automatically classifying all quarter-circles as doors and automatically generating doors that can be clicked to open or close in the 3-D environment).
• Simultaneous 2-D and 3-D views: These packages do offer a 3-D view of the model as it is being built, which is a feature that will not be included in TOADS. TOADS is a 2-D design environment; the 3-D files it produces can be viewed in an OpenGL or Inventor renderer if needed.
The Berkeley BMG System
The Building Model Generator (BMG) is a tool to automatically convert 2-D floorplans into 3-D environments (Lewis, 1996) . It does some of what TOADS does, in that its input is a floorplan and its output a 3-D environment. It includes some sophisticated two-dimensional analysis that attempts to determine which areas of a model constitute rooms and corridors, and draws some of the same inferences about what kinds of lines make up windows and doors as does TOADS.
BMG doesn't include a user interface that allows the same sort of detailed manipulation of 2-D models, and it lacks the tools that TOADS includes to import, manipulate, and rapidly apply 3-D textures.
The BMG system is extremely interesting in that a large amount of work has been put into generating the three-dimensional models once the two-dimensional floorplan is fixed. It includes algorithms to automatically detect rooms and corridors (which TOADS will not initially include), as well as code to eliminate inconsistencies such as overlapping polygons and nonjoined corners (which TOADS will include in only a rudimentary way). If possible, incorporating some of this work into TOADS would be beneficial.
Thus, the BMG system is complementary to TOADS: it offers advanced 3-D export tools with a very primitive 2-D interface, whereas TOADS focuses on providing a coherent 2-D interface for rapid environment development and places less emphasis on 3-D export.
3
Design Considerations
Two Dimensions is Intuitive
The main interface for the TOADS system is a two-dimensional, overhead view of the floorplan of the building. This is different from the conventional view of a virtual environment: most modelers present a threedimensional view. The problem with a three-dimensional interface is that the computer screen is inherently two-dimensional; thus, most interfaces are clunky and difficult to use, requiring the user to select separate tools for panning (moving in the x-y plane at the current depth), zooming (changing the depth), and rotating (changing the viewing angle). This limitation makes it hard to locate specific points and place objects accurately in three dimensions; for a complex architectural model, simply placing all the walls would require many hours. Conversely, a two-dimensional interface is extremely easy to manipulate using familiar computer metaphors: the standard mouse pointer is sufficient to locate and place any line within a flat model.
Of course, there are some situations in which a threedimensional interface is necessary; if objects exist at many different depths or have widely varying heights, there is no reasonable two-dimensional interface for model viewing. Fortunately, in the domain of architectural spaces, most objects lie on the plane of the floor, and most of the walls have the same height. A two-dimensional interface makes it extremely simple to move and place objects and walls, and navigating the model is intuitive and familiar to users of graphical user interfaces. By allowing users to specify heights for walls and objects, with defaults that let most of the walls have the same height, little is lost in terms of functionality or realism when working in two dimensions with architectural models.
There are some environments in which it is necessary to create objects that do not lie on the floor. If these objects don't require user interaction and aren't particularly deep, they can be accurately approximated by photorealistic textures. (See section 3.2.) There are a few conspicuous cases in which flat 2-D textures for walls aren't sufficient: doors need to be opened and may have small thresholds such that they aren't flush with the floor, and windows need to be transparent and usually don't stretch all the way from the floor to ceiling. To solve this problem, TOADS provides an interface that allows the position of transparent and openable objects to be specified within the context of a larger wall. The term designer textures is used to refer to such multipiece textures.
Photorealistic versus Truly ThreeDimensional
A significant amount of time has been spent by serious computer scientists on the problem of how to manage the immense complexity that arises in large virtual environments, particularly when the entire model is represented as polygons (Coorg & Teller, 1996; Schmalstieg & Schaufler, 1999) . If every chair, computer, bookshelf, and book in an environment is drawn as an individual polygon, a single floor of a small office building would require tens of thousands of different polygonal objects. This complexity is painful in two ways: first, generating such a model takes a huge amount of time because someone has to describe the polygons for each and every object; second, the performance of rendering engines (such as VRML) falls off linearly with the number of polygons; so more polygons translates directly into worse performance.
In TOADS, we work around this problem by replacing many polygons with a single photographic-quality texture of those polygons. For example, a bookshelf with books on it is represented by a single picture rather than by separate geometric objects for each book on the shelf. In many cases, it is safe to carry this process even further, so that an entire wall-with bookshelves, pictures, and boxes along it-is represented as a single, long swath of texture. This is a standard technique for improving performance in complex virtual environments (Chiang & Huang, 1997) .
Of course, this representation has some drawbacks. Most significantly, there is no sense of depth in textures, so, as a viewer gets close to a wall, all objects on it will appear to be flat; there is no motion parallax, and all shadows and reflections are static. Also, there can be no interactivity in such a world: objects are fixed in their location and cannot be moved or rotated.
TOADS attempts to rectify some of these problems by allowing users to specify independent polygonal objects in the model. Of particular interest are objects with which the user interacts: doors need to be opened and closed and are thus represented as separate polygons that can be clicked on; windows are transparent and should allow the user to see into the space behind them. There may also be cases in which an object has too much depth or is too far from a wall to be included in a flat texture. In these cases, users can specify polygons with their own textures at arbitrary locations within a model.
Texture Acquisition
Because TOADS is designed to use photorealistic textures, a good interface for obtaining and applying the textures is necessary. Rather than requiring the user to manually take photographs, crop them in a photo-editing program, and then associate polygons with photographs, an interface to custom-designed, texture-acquisition hardware is built into TOADS. The hardware currently consists of a track-mounted camera that moves along a portion of wall, capturing narrow bands of texture as it moves. TOADS tiles these bands of texture into a larger texture file; because the camera is moving at a constant speed and its distance from the wall is known, it is possible to determine exactly how wide to make each band so that a seamless texture results. The scanning process is simple: the user clicks on the polygon he wishes to acquire a texture for, moves the hardware to the location he is scanning, and clicks a button to start the scanning process. TOADS automatically tiles the texture and applies it to the section of wall being scanned. The user doesn't have to worry about cropping, tiling, or scaling the images to produce photorealistic textures.
The texture-capture method described here utilizes telecentric scanning (in the horizontal direction) in which the captured images are viewed "straight on" everywhere along the capture line, instead of conventional photography which implies a particular perspective viewpoint (due to the continuous range of viewing angles across the field of view). By utilizing this method, the conflicting cues that arise from mismatched viewpoints are minimized or eliminated. Further study is needed to conclusively decide whether mismatches in perspective and higher-order optical information such as texture-density gradients has a profound effect on space perception and sense of presence in VEs. However, there is a long history of psychological literature starting with Gibson's (1950 Gibson's ( , 1956 observations that bear out the importance of these effects in the physical world.
To further generalize the texture-acquisition process, the software that obtains photographs from the environment is implemented as a separate application from the main TOADS program. This allows other texture-acquisition hardware to be used without modification to TOADS by developing a small interface program and using a standardized software interface.
Texture-Mapped Conduits
A solution to the problem of flat texture panels that approximate walls with some depth is to introduce a mechanism that constrains the user's movement and that prevents him from approaching close enough to a complex scene to perceive that it does not actually contain depth. We refer to these texture-mapped conduits as habitrails (after a concept from animal psychology that refers to the paths that many animals naturally carve through their living spaces) to indicate the areas of the model that the user is actually allowed to explore. The TOADS system allows such habitrails to be defined in a model; they are automatically set up to be transparent walls that limit the user's movement.
Data Inference
The TOADS data-inference engine is responsible for making decisions about how to automatically classify objects and how to generate intermediate polygons that enhance the environment without user intervention. It is an important part of the program because it significantly decreases the time a user is required to spend on tedious, repetitive tasks. Currently, it has three major components:
• Door detection and animation: Models contain doors that have a standardized appearance (a 90 deg. arc with an edge connecting to the center of the circle the arc lies on • Layer to object type mappings: An interface to automatically type objects based on their layer in the DXF file is also supported. Because DXF models often separate objects into layers based on object types, it is straightforward to map all objects within a particular layer into a comparable object type.
• Automatic generation of ceiling and floor polygons: Polygonal objects, rooms, and models need to be closed objects, with tops and bottoms. Drawing these tops and bottoms by hand is slow, especially in complex models. TOADS automatically generates tight top and bottom polygons to represent the floors and ceilings of rooms and models as well as the top and bottom polygons of closed moveable objects.
This system has a number of potential extensions. The most important is automatic room detection, a feature present in the BMG system that may be transferable to TOADS. Rooms provide an important way of logically dividing up models and applying defaults: just as building floors have walls with similar textures, rooms are even more likely to have walls with the same texture.
Defaults and Object Property Inheritance
Modern architecture has the fortunate property that, within a particular building, almost every wall, floor, ceiling, door, and window looks the same. There are some differences due to human occupation-pictures on walls, notes taped to bookshelves, and so onbut, in the absence of personal touches, most architectural interiors don't include a large variety of surfaces or textures. For this reason, being able to specify modelwide defaults (default settings for every floor or wall within a model) can greatly reduce the number of individual polygons that have to be textured. For this reason, TOADS sets up texture defaults for many common types of objects as well as a height default for the entire model. Each object in the blueprint is given a typesuch as window, door, or wall-that is used to generate its texture if a specific texture is not otherwise specified.
Intermediate 3-D Files
The intermediate 3-D format is generated from the DXF objects that compose the 2-D model. Each object generates a 3-D description of itself which is written to this intermediate file. The intermediate file can then be converted by an external tool into a specific 3-D file format, such as Inventor or VRML. In this way, users can extend the capabilities of TOADS to support new 3-D file types without having to modify the source code of the main program. TOADS includes utility routines that facilitate parsing of the intermediate file, so users who need support for a particular 3-D file format can easily write their own conversion tool. The intermediate format is a concise text-based description of polygons and textures that is easy to generate and parse. A tool to generate VRML-based environments from the intermediate format is provided.
Implementation
The TOADS tool suite consists of the main TOADS program plus a number of smaller programs that facilitate texture acquisition and VRML file creation. The system was built and currently runs on Mac OS computers.
The TOADS program is responsible for opening DXF files and allowing the user to interact with them by adding textures, rooms, and other objects. DXF files are each displayed in their own window (figure 1) and are manipulated via tool palette (figure 2). The tool palette provides tools to create rooms, polygons, habitrails, and lights, as well as basic selection and manipulation utilities.
The three support programs are:
• TOADGrabber: a tool designed to interface to the rack-mounted, texture-acquisition engine described in section 4.3. This program generates QuickTime movies that consist of the sequential frames generated as the camera moves along the wall.
• TOADTiler: a tool designed to take the movies generated by the TOADGrabber program and tile them into texture images that can be directly applied to walls within the model.
• TOADStoVRML: which accepts TOADS intermediate 3-D files and generates VRML environments, including openable doors and transparent windows.
TOADGrabber
The TOADGrabber program serves as an interface between any Apple QuickTime-compatible capture device and the TOADS environment. It captures and crops sequences of frames that will be tiled together. It is separated from the other tools in order to isolate the system's dependence on Mac OS-specific technology into a single, easy replaceable package in the event that the system is moved to a different platform.
TOADTiler
The TOADTiler program takes sequences of frames from TOADGrabber and tiles them into prop- Once the frame orientation is set up properly, it is necessary to establish the number of pixels in each frame that equal a single movement of the camera. The "Compute Frame Size . . ." option from the Panorama menu provides the most intuitive way to do this; by specifying the field of view of the camera, the distance of the camera from the wall, and the number of inches in each step of the camera, TOADTiler can automatically calibrate the frame size to the proper width. Figure  4 shows this dialog box. Figure 5 shows the physical significance of each of the parameters.
The program computes the number of pixels from each frame. The central region of each frame is used to achieve a flattened, "head-on," telecentric view. For the scans used in our program, only the central three pixels are used.
Once the frame size has been properly set, images like the one in figure 6 can be generated. Because the images are captured telecentrically, the flattened images can be applied to the walls of the model without concern that a conflicting "implied viewpoint" will confuse the viewer.
Image Linearization.
When scanning the ribbons of texture, we wish to capture floor-to-ceiling imagery. However, the required resolution at eye level (the center of the vertical frame of pixels) is greater than what is required at the floor and ceiling levels. To achieve the desired higher pixel density in the center of the image, we utilize a wide-angle lens on the CCD camera. This lens allows the scanning rack to be placed closer to the surface being scanned while still allowing the floor-to-ceiling coverage. Because of the compression effect at the edges (fisheye effect), the number of pixels on the CCD that represent the central third of the image is greater than the number of pixels that represent each of the outer thirds. This effect can be seen in the calibration image reproduced in figure 7 in which the scale markings are evenly spaced in the real world, but appear compressed toward the edges in the output from the CCD. Thus, fewer of the limited number of CCD pixels are allocated to the floor and ceiling levels of the captured image.
Calculating the inverse transform requires measuring the amount of compression. This was done by capturing an image of a vertical pole with markers every twenty inches along its length. By measuring the number of pixels between each band, it was possible to determine the functional form of the nonlinearity. Figure 7 shows the captured calibration image.
By finding the offset in pixels for each marker from the center marker, it was possible to determine that the compression is linear (see figure 8 below) with a slope of approximately 56 pixels per 20 in. (the intermarker distance). Using this data, it is straightforward to generate the uncompressed image from the compressed pixels. Figure 9 shows a door before and after decompression; notice that the compressed door's handle appears very far down the image, but that the decompressed door's handle appears in the correct position.
Noise Correction.
TOADS employs a simple noise-correction algorithm designed to eliminate bright spots in dark areas. This approach is based on the assumption that captured frames in movies have some overlap (that the frame area used for each tile in the image isn't the entire frame) and that the exact pixel offset between frames is known. Thus, corresponding areas in adjacent frames can be compared and the darkest pixels from each frame can be selected. This option is enabled via the "Noise Correction" item in the Panorama menu; the current frame is redrawn as soon as it is toggled on (or off). Figure 10 shows an image before and after noise correction; notice that the white specks are no longer present. (Decompression has not been performed on these images.)
Texture Rack
The Texture Rack is the hardware responsible for acquiring textures. It consists of a CCD camera mounted on a motorized track. The track is controlled by a stepper motor, which allows very high-accuracy control of the camera position along the linear track. Each angular step of the motor moves the camera a precise distance of 0.0104 in.
The camera provides a 320 ϫ 240 pixel image. The selected lens provides a field of view of 110 deg. enabling the camera to see the ceiling and floor in a 10 ft. high space when it is just 28 in. from the wall. The desired compression of the image at the edges was achieved through the selection of a wide-angle lens with a reasonable amount of inherent fisheye distortion as shown in figure 11 .
By using the stepper motor to move the camera in fine, highly controlled gradations, evenly spaced bands of pixels from the center of each position can be captured. These bands are decompressed via a simple linear transform (see section 4.2.1). These transformed bands can then be tiled together to form an undistorted swath of ceiling-to-floor texture having the appropriate resolu- A number of issues are involved in the design, implementation, and calibration of such a capture system, as detailed below. Figure 12 shows the basic design of the texture rack. The belt-driven track and sled assembly was purchased as a single unit. This included the stepper motor but none of the associated hardware or software to control it. The camera, lasers, edge sensors, controller, and battery pack were added later.
Rack Design.
The lasers are used to align the rack parallel to and at a fixed distance from the wall. The two outermost lasers project a beam straight ahead, and the angled lasers cross. When the beam from the angled laser on the left strikes the same point as the beam from the straightahead laser on the right, the right edge of the rack is exactly 28 in. from the wall. This was done by placing the rack at this distance, moving the lasers until they were aligned, and then fixing them in place. Basic geometry guarantees that this is the only position at which the lasers will align. When the angled laser on the right and the straight laser on the left are also aligned in this manner, the rack must be parallel to the wall, because both end points are equidistant.
The edge sensors determine when the camera sled has reached the left or right edge of the rack. When the rack is over either edge, an optical switch is closed; this switch can be read by the controller. The battery pack uses standard Alkaline battery cells to provide a 1.5V and 12V power supply. (The stepper motor is driven at 1.5V; the controller and lasers require 12V.)
The controller is the heart of the texture rack. It is driven by a BASIC Stamp II (Parallax, Inc.), which is a BASIC-programmable microprocessor with sixteen I/O lines and a serial port. The serial port is used for communication to and from the host computer (running TOADGrabber). Using a simple set of codes, TOADGrabber instructs the texture rack to move left or right some number of steps, and can also activate the lasers and read the position of the sled. A bipolar stepper motor interface is directly implemented using MOSFET transistors connected to the I/O lines. Using a stepper motor allows the controlling program to intrinsically know the sled position (assuming the motor does not "skip" steps for some reason). Left and right limit sensors are also included so that the absolute position of the sled can be determined at startup. In addition, the positioning lasers are switched on and off under control of the BASIC Stamp. (The lasers are left on except when the motor is moving.)
The camera and serial port are connected to the computer via a connector on the controller box. The video output of the camera is passed directly into a video capture card on the controlling computer. (The BASIC Stamp does not see or manipulate the video signal.)
The prototype rack is 43.5 in. and 4,177 steppermotor steps long. The camera is located 57 in. off the ground. It takes 28 sec. to move the camera from one end to the other, and 68 sec. to capture a full set of frames via TOADGrabber with ten steps between each frame, using a PowerBook G3 with a iRez CapSure video capture card. Figure 13 shows a photograph of the rack, with insets detailing the laser and camera assembly.
It is important to note that the texture-acquisition rack is not central to the TOADS project. Any other video-input device, including a handheld camera, could be used in its place, given appropriate interface programs (like the TOADGrabber) that can process images from them. The scanning rack is an example of such a device, and it was built because it produces more-consistently aligned images than does a handheld camera, and because it facilitates telecentric scanning.
Three-Dimensional File Export
At any point during model design, floorplans can be exported to their 3-D representation. The actual export process is straightforward: each line or polygon edge is represented by a 3-D polygon with the userspecified height and texture. As previously mentioned, this representation is an intermediate format specific to TOADS. It is concise and very simple to write and parse. The TOADStoVRML tool converts this intermediate format file into the corresponding VRML representation, complete with embedded Javascripts for the interactive elements of the model.
Limitations and Future Enhancements
In the process of designing TOADS, a number of fundamental limitations and useful long-term enhancements have come to light; a few are presented here.
Three-Dimensional Export Limitations.
The 3-D export engine in the current TOADS systems is very primitive. It does not attempt to do any cleanup of the model during the export and extrusion process: this might include combining adjacent, colinear, wall segments into a single segment or removing redundant or invisible edges from polygons. The models it generates are also completely flat; that is, all objects are grouped under one top-level VRML (or Inventor) node. If the 3-D files were instead hierarchical-separated into logical groups of nearby objects-performance could be improved because most rendering engines can determine which logical groups are visible and should be drawn at any one time. This grouping would most likely be done on a room-by-room basis. Rooms can be specified in the current system, but they are not used during the export process. Beginning to use them is an important future enhancement.
Multilevel Models.
TOADS currently support modeling only a single floor of a building. Multifloor spaces must be joined manually, and no facility is provided for linking between floors or modeling spaces with large, open ceilings and shared floors. Split-level ceilings can be created by setting the ceiling height of the model to be the maximum of all ceiling heights and then inserting large polygonal objects at the top of the model to represent areas with lower ceilings, but this is a clumsy and non-obvious solution.
4.5.3 Texture-Acquisition Hardware. The current system is predicated on the idea that an easy-touse, high-speed computer-controlled, texture-acquisition device is available. The texture-rack prototype deployed for this project may not be the ideal acquisition device for several reasons. First, its relatively short length means that it doesn't capture an area much larger than a handheld camera, although it allows more precise control over the width of the area, allows for telecentric scanning, and eliminates the need for tedious photoretouching and manual alignment of images. Second, because it must be placed a fixed distance from the area it is acquiring, it sometimes requires shuffling of furniture and other objects to get close enough to walls to acquire them properly. The current version of the rack doesn't include options for scanning floors, ceilings, or tops of objects. Such enhancements could be carried out using multiple cameras or mirrors, with substantially the same hardware.
The initial plans for the TOADS system called for developing a semi-autonomous robot that would work in much the same way as the texture rack: by navigating parallel to walls, it could acquire and tile long bands of texture. This plan was temporarily abandoned due to time and resource constraints in developing our roomscanning robot, but it should be practical given continued development effort. Such a system could acquire longer bands of texture and function in smaller spaces, and ideally would also be able to make some inferences from the floorplan to locate features and automatically acquire texture for them.
Researchers around the country are working on a variety of robot-based systems that perform image and texture acquisition. For example, another group at MIT has developed a large, manned system that acquires outdoor textures from a number of static pictures of the environment (De Couto, 1998; Teller, 1998) . This system includes hardware to capture images of exterior faces of buildings. Such imagery could be fed into an enhanced version of TOADS.
Database Enhancements.
The original vision of the TOADS system incorporated a number of different types of visual and textual information linked into floorplans; not only would environment designers be able to feed in information about texture and ceiling heights, but they could provide infrastructure information, historical text and pictures of sites, sound and video clips, and links to relevant HTML documents. Users would have the option of exporting end products other than 3-D environments; for example, a floorplan might export to an HTML document containing an imagemap of the floorplan where each room could be clicked on to show photographs and historical documents relating to that location. Or, additional textual information could be linked into the environment so that important pictures and text appeared in the VE when users entered a room or reached particular points of interest. Researchers at Columbia are currently developing augmented-reality systems to allow data such as pictures, sounds, and video clips to be overlayed on top of real-world views of scenes (Feiner, MacIntyre, & Höllerer, 1997 ). This software is based on associating those data points with a blueprint and then bringing up the appropriate data when the user is located or looking at a particular point. TOADS could be adapted to allow users to place text, video, and pictures and then export files compatible with the Columbia system.
Results
The goal of the TOADS project was to demonstrate the feasibility of building two-dimensional, rapidconstruction systems for three-dimensional virtual environments. The prototype system as it currently exists meets that goal well: several different environments from our lab at MIT have successfully been built in very short periods of time.
The first environment created was a model of the lobby of the seventh floor of Building 36 at MIT. This model was constructed in December of 1998, before the texture-acquisition hardware was complete, so textures were captured via a handheld digital camera. It took approximately three hours to capture and align the textures, and another half of an hour to apply and properly set up the ceiling heights and lighting in the TOADS system. A sample screenshot is shown in figure  14 . In this image, the drinking fountain is a flat texture. Notice that, from a distance, it is not possible to see the lack of depth. The floor and ceiling are handled through a tiled texture.
The short time to actually build the model indicates the usefulness of the TOADS tool. A past thesis project (Koh, 1997) in the Sensory Communication Group at MIT required one individual about two months to build a model of approximately half of the seventh floor (approximately five times the number of textures as the lobby model.) This included the time to acquire the textures and build the models. Based on the results from the lobby model, the same environment could be built in less than a week: the TOADS system provides an order-of-magnitude improvement in model-building time.
Seventh-Floor Model
With the addition of real texture-acquisition hardware, it became possible to build a more complete model. Once again, the seventh floor of Building 36 was used, but this time the model includes the main common space of the lab (roughly four times the number of textures as the lobby model). Figure 15 shows the TOADS model, with the included areas highlighted.
In building this model, nearly all of the features of the TOADS system were exercised. Large, flat texture areas were acquired using the texture rack, and smaller textures via a digital camera. Much of the furniture exists as separate polygonal models, so they can be readily moved and rotated. The area outside of the lobby is set to belong to a single large room that sets up default wall, floor, and ceiling textures different from the default textures for the lobby. The windows on the lobby are transparent textures. Many of the doors and windows were built using designer textures, which allowed them to be set at the proper height among wall textures, and be interactive or transparent. Figures 16 through 18 show several different screen shots from the model.
The bulk of the model was built in a weekend and required about ten hours to build, including the time to acquire textures. This is an extremely significant improvement over traditional architectural model design times. Furthermore, it is very easy to modify this model. If a piece of furniture needs to be moved or added, only a few seconds of editing are required.
The textured area here is comparable to the textured area in the previously mentioned (Koh, 1997) project, which also modeled the seventh floor of Building 36. Although building two copies of the same environment was something of a waste of resources, doing so allowed direct comparison of construction time with and without TOADS. The TOADS model has somewhat more textures and took much less time to build (ten hours versus two months). This is not an experimentally verified improvement: one might expect that skilled modelers would be able to build a similar model by hand in less than a month, but they certainly wouldn't be able to do so in ten hours. Direct comparisons of model quality are hard, because the earlier model ran under Inventor on an SGI Onyx whereas the TOADS model has been run primarily on a Windows NT machine with VRML.
Summary
The TOADS tool suite provides a powerful software tool for designing two-dimensional interiorspace virtual environments. Users can import and edit DXF models, capture and design textures, and generate VRML environments. The system in its current form is a functional software tool that has been used to generate realistic virtual environments in a fraction of the time required using previous state-of-the-art tools.
Some important overall principles that guided the implementation of TOADS were presented: first, designing virtual environments in two dimensions is more intuitive and easier for users than are the clumsy threedimensional design tools normally used. Second, texture-acquisition, editing, management, and application is by far the most difficult part of virtual environment design, and TOADS includes a powerful set of tools that simplify this process greatly. Finally, providing intelligent defaults for textures and ceiling heights and making inferences about doors and windows reduces the overhead and data-management burden for users.
The current TOADS system is run and built on Macintosh computers. The system consists of about 20,000 lines of Cϩϩ code, much of which was designed with some consideration for portability, so that TOADS can reside on other platforms as well.
The Sensory Communication Group at MIT plans to use the TOADS system over the next few months as an integral part of its VE research, both because it greatly simplifies the process of designing and creating environments and because it provides a powerful way of organizing and maintaining the location of textures, furniture, and lighting within virtual environments.
